
District Wellness Meeting - March 13th 
 
All folks were here (minus Sander)  as they slid to Glen Lake!  New addition board member..Cori NcNitt 
 
Reports happening on the following: 
 
Mentoring- Bethany-    off the ground ,strong and second training happening today. Good participation 
happening with secondary students. 
 
SEL-     Amy  JV-  Has been well received by the elementary teachers and students K-5  
Amy has been working with Katri to look at a 6th grade program-  No longer a piloting  program, the board 
has(will) be  approving  purchase of the curriculum. 
 
Fuel up /Play 60- Caitlyn  . Cyclers are out and distributed .  Most are ending up in the elementary as the 
secondary classrooms wheeled chairs prove to be challenging.   Amy and other folks shared that the ones in 
place are being utilized.    Caitlyn ,Amy and the PE folks need to get together soon so we can look at the grant 
for next year…. Grant cycle has been moved up ! (4th hour/lunch) ? 
 
Leadership group- Gerry-  Great stuff.  Gerry and Mark and Matt have had meetings with the LABS ( Leaders 
Actively Bettering/Benefiting  Society) Students from all walks of “life” here at Glen Lake.( Nominated by 
teachers and coaches and self selected) The group is working hard to make the group inclusive ( Sadie- 
student added that this is important)  T-shirts being created with Labs wearing the anchor  around their collar) 
Discussion of how to support Glen Lake students in all of their  efforts in and out of the classroom.    These 
student leaders are being identified for roles down the road including Fuel up /play 60..  Mentoring? 
 
PBIS  Laurie discussed the concept and success of the Positive Behavior Intention/intervention  Strategy 
program in the middle school( did I get it right Laurie?) “ Catch them doing good and reward it !  Good stuff. 
Teachers shared some strategies-  PTO’s involvement  
 
 
Discussion 
 
Health in the Middle School -  We talked about the “hole” in the health curriculum regarding Middle School due 
to staffing and schedule constraints 
Brian pointed out that we have the PE  folks, just  a matter of  who and how it gets taught.  A lot of lively 
discussion on what should be taught ( as there always will be with this curricular area)  Good we are having 
dialogue and we can look at that for next meeting .  Marshall will share some different curriculum options to 
look over for Elementary, Middle and High School, so we can be thinking about the MI Health curriculum 
requirements as we ponder ways to become compliant. 
 
Physical Education in the elementary - We re-visited the recommendation that we increase the amount of 
physical education in the elementary.  Bob asked if we should re-state the recommendation to the board. 
Helps to have a board member on our team  Just as with health, staffing seems to be a constraint.  That might 
be alleviated with changes in staffing due to retirement?  
 
HSAT-   Marshall thanked us for completing the google form ( please complete if you were unable to) and 
discussed the process of prioritizing  from the results so we can start into action plans.  When we re-take the 



HSAT we will see increase in scores as we implement some changes( some with no cost at all, others will take 
more effort)  
 
Additional discussion 
Sadie talked a little about the Website that  Human Rights Alliance  built and how it is being marketing to the 
students and staff/community  
 
Actions  
We decided on a meeting in about a month  April 17th at 7:00 am.  This meeting will be more of a working 
meeting where individuals might select an area to focus on: 
 
Middle school health  
Leadership/student groups 
Food Service and Nutrition Education  
Physical education/movement for Kids.- Perhaps the PLC group that is looking at this can share a bit 
  
 
We will start with a bit more discussion of the HSAT… Already with some of the proposed things from PTO 
school carnival having a Wellness theme..little tweaks here and there  we will  be increasing our score! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


